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Heuristic Search: Theory and ApplicationsMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Search has been vital to artificial intelligence from the very beginning as a core technique in problem solving. The authors present a thorough overview of heuristic search with a balance of discussion between theoretical analysis and efficient implementation and application to real-world problems. Current developments in search such as...
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Language Grounding in RobotsSpringer, 2012

	Written by leading international experts, this volume presents contributions establishing the feasibility of human language-like communication with robots. The book explores the use of language games for structuring situated dialogues in which contextualized language communication and language acquisition can take place. Within the text are...
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Multiagent Systems: A Modern Approach to Distributed Artificial IntelligenceMIT Press, 1999
The study of multiagent systems began in the field of distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) about 20 years
ago. Today these systems are not simply a research topic, but are also beginning to become an important subject of
academic teaching and industrial and commercial application. While there are several high-quality collections of...
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Grading Knowledge: Extracting Degree Information from TextsSpringer, 2000


	If you are sitting in a basement room without a view — not to mention the

	bars in front of the windows — and writing a book, then you better have

	good company. I had the best company you could imagine. Waltraud Hiltl,

	Katja Markert, Martin Romacker, Klemens Schnattinger, Andreas Klee and I

	shared very little office...
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Learning Spaces: Interdisciplinary Applied MathematicsSpringer, 2010

	Learning spaces offer a rigorous mathematical foundation for practical systems of educational technology. Learning spaces generalize partially ordered sets and are special cases of knowledge spaces. The various structures are investigated from the standpoints of combinatorial properties and stochastic processes.


	Leaning spaces have...
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Artificial Organic Networks: Artificial Intelligence Based on Carbon NetworksSpringer, 2013

	This monograph describes the synthesis and use of biologically-inspired artificial hydrocarbon networks (AHNs) for approximation models associated with machine learning and a novel computational algorithm with which to exploit them. The reader is first introduced to various kinds of algorithms designed to deal with approximation problems and...
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Mind Performance Hacks : Tips & Tools for Overclocking Your BrainO'Reilly, 2006
You're smart. This book can make you smarter.
 			
 			Mind Performance Hacks provides real-life tips and tools for overclocking your brain and becoming a better thinker. In the increasingly frenetic pace of today's information economy, managing your life requires hacking your brain....
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Bayesian Networks and Influence Diagrams: A Guide to Construction and Analysis (Information Science and Statistics)Springer, 2007
Probabilistic networks, also known as Bayesian networks and influence diagrams, have become one of the most promising technologies in the area of applied artificial intelligence, offering intuitive, efficient, and reliable methods for diagnosis, prediction, decision making, classification, troubleshooting, and data mining under uncertainty....
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3D Game Development with Microsoft Silverlight 3: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Microsoft Silverlight is a programmable web browser plug-in that enables the animation, vector graphics, and audio-video playback features that characterize Rich Internet Applications. Silverlight is a great (and growing) RIA platform and games are the next level to exploit in it. But it doesn't offer 3D capabilities out of the box and integrating...
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Cognitive Systems: Joint Chinese-German Workshop, Shanghai, China, March 7-11, 2005, Revised Selected PapersSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the Joint Chinese-German Workshop on Cognitive Systems held in Shanghai in March 2005.
The 13 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions for inclusion in the book. The workshop served to present the current state of the art in the new...
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Conceptual Spaces: The Geometry of ThoughtMIT Press, 2000
"This is a fearless book that casts a wide net around key issues in cognitive science. It offers the kind of coherent, unified view that the field badly needs." - Steven Sloman, Associate Professor, Cognitive and Linguistic Sciences, Brown University"   

       Within cognitive science, two approaches currently dominate...
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Essentials of Artificial IntelligenceMorgan Kaufmann, 1993

	Since its publication, Essentials of Artificial Intelligence has been adopted at numerous universities and colleges offering introductory AI courses at the graduate and undergraduate levels. Based on the author's course at Stanford University, the book is an integrated, cohesive introduction to the field. The...
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